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Robust and open tailored supramolecular net-
works controlled by the template effect of 
a Silicon Surface. Author: Frank Palmino et al.



Fig. 1 (a) (b) Schematic illustrations of SPPX-STM. Optical pulses from the two synchronized 
Ti-sapphire lasers are selectively transmitted using pulse pickers to produce a sequence of 

tunnel current is measured as a function of td. (c) Relationship between raw tunneling current 
I* and delay time td. (d) Measured tunneling current I as a function of delay time, where the 
delay times labeled (i), (ii) and (iii) correspond to those of (i), (ii) and (iii) in (c). 

"Smaller and faster" are the key 
concepts in the progress of current 
nanoscience and technology. Thus, a 
method for exploring the transient 
dynamics in small organized struc-
tures is eagerly desired. Real-space 
imaging of nanoscale carrier dynam-
ics with a wide range of lifetimes 
has been realized by pulse-laser-
combined scanning tunneling micros-
copy (STM) with a noble delay time 
modulation method developed from a 
pulse-picking technique.

The real space observation of atomic-scale 
structures by STM has lifted the veil from 
various longstanding problems and is extend-
ing the frontiers of science and technology. 

development of ultrashort-pulse laser tech-
nology has enabled us to observe ultrafast 
dynamics, currently in the femtosecond range. 

ited by the pulse wavelength. Therefore, since 

most challenging goals has been to combine 
STM with ultrashort-pulse laser technology. 
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Figure 1 shows schematic 
illustrations of our newly 
developed microscopy tech-
nique, shaken-pulse-pair-
excited STM (SPPX-STM), and 
its basic probing mechanism. 

The surface of a sample 
beneath the STM tip is excited 
by a sequence of paired laser 
pulses with a certain delay 

time td and the tunneling cur-
rent I is measured as a func-
tion of td (Fig. 1a). The optical 
pulses give rise to current 
pulses in the raw tunneling 
current I*
the excitation and relaxa-
tion of the sample. When td 

optical pulses with the same 
intensity independently 
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induce two current pulses 
with the same magnitude in I* 

td is short and the second 
pulse illuminates the sample 
in the excited state induced 

current pulse may have a dif-
ferent height, depending on td 
(Figs. 1c-(ii) and 1c-(iii)). The 
signal I therefore also depends 
on td, because the height dif-
ference in the second current 
pulse changes the tempo-
rally averaged value of the 
tunneling current (Fig. 1d). 
Accordingly, the relaxation 
dynamics of the excited state 
in the target material can be 

the spatial and temporal 
resolutions of a microscopy 
technique are limited by those 
of the probes used, that is, 
tunneling current (atomic 
scale) and optical pulse width 
(femotosecond range) in the 
case of SPPX-STM. 
To realize SPPX-STM, we 
developed a method enabling 
the discrete and large modula-
tion of the delay time by using 
a pulse-picking technique 

time, has allowed the prob-

ing of carrier dynamics in 
nanometer-scale structures 
over a wide range of time 
scales. Furthermore, this 
method reduces the measure-
ment time and hence enables 
the spatial mapping of time-
resolved signals, which has 
been desired for a long time.

spectra obtained for various 
semiconductors. With the new 
method, carrier dynamics can 
be measured using a single 
microscope over a wide range 
of time scales. We can evalu-
ate the transient dynamics 
in small organized structures 
consisting of composite mate-

rials with the spatial resolution of STM.

of carrier dynamics in the nanosecond range 
modulated on the nanoscale. Photoexcited 
minority carriers (holes) captured at the sur-

tunneling from the STM tip via the gap states 

(Fig. 3(a)). Understanding such a charge trans-
port mechanism involving nanoparticles is of 
great importance not only for the development 
of nanoscale electronic devices but also for 

cal reactions in catalysis. 
Figure 3(c) shows the overlap of the STM 
image in Fig. 3(b) with the map of the decay 
constant of photoinduced carrier density 
obtained over the surface. As shown in the 
cross section in Fig. 3(d) obtained along the P.8



3D representation of the STM image of 

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of the carrier recombination mechanism via the gap states. (b) STM image 
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izing in nanoscale science and technology based 
on scanning probe microscopy and related tech-
niques. The group also has experience in synchro-
tron radiation experiments and has been engaged 
in research on ultrashort-pulse laser technology 

research backgrounds, group members have been 
developing new microscopy techniques and inves-
tigating applications of these techniques. The cur-
rent research interests of group members include 
semiconductor physics, molecular physics, low-
temperature physics and low-dimensional physics.
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line in Fig. 3(c), the decay is 

to the enhancement of carrier 
recombination via the gap 
states. 
Figure 3(e) shows the decay 
constant as a function of the 

time constant increases with 
decreasing nanoparticle size 
as expected.

SPPX-STM enables us to study 
ultrafast dynamics simultane-
ously with the observation 
of local structures by STM. 

as dipole formation, charge 
transfer, changes in conduct-
ance, modulation of local 
potential, and vibration are 
possible mechanisms for pro-
ducing signals. Using an elec-

with polarized light, SPPX-
STM also has the potential to 
be used to investigate spin 
dynamics.
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